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The Perfect Close The Secret To Closing Sales The Best Selling Practices
Techniques For Closing The Deal
If you want to discover how to close sales using the absolute best practice (one that's non-pushy, flexible, natural & easy to learn)
then read this book. Author James Muir shares unique insights on how 'closing the sale' can be done with a natural, non-pushy
sales strategy that breaks the stigma often associated with professional sales. Everything has changed. The latest science shows
that old, counter-productive closing tactics backfire and hold you back. In The Perfect Close you will learn a closing method that is
nearly always successful (in the 95% range). It's zero pressure and involves just two questions. It's a clear & simple approach that
is flexible enough to use on every kind of sale at every given stage. It can be learned in less than an hour and mastered in a day. It
is especially helpful for new and inexperienced salespeople and professionals who dislike the "stigma" of selling or find the selling
process awkward or uncomfortable. In The Perfect Close: The Secret to Closing Sales you will learn: A simple method to closing
that is nearly always successful (95% range), is zero pressure & involves just two questions. How traditional closing techniques
damage trust & what you can do remain on emotionally higher ground. How to close more sales in way that makes clients feel
more educated, in control and see you as a facilitator & consultant. A proven and repeatable process for advancing sales that can
be used in any kind of sale at any given stage. How to add continuous momentum & advance your sales in a way that results in
more closed business & faster closed business. A natural way to close that doesn't require that you change your personality or
become someone you're not. How to completely eliminate the stress & tension that some people feel when it comes to asking for
commitments. How to add value on every sales encounter. Everything you need to know to advance every sale to closure The
Perfect Close represents the best practice in closing sales today. Apply it yourself and discover how this simple technique along
with being genuinely authentic creates the highest levels of success and happiness. This is more than a just a book. It's a sales
training course that outlines step-by-step what you need to do to advance your sales to closure. If you are new to sales, make this
the first book you read. It will teach you how to be effective immediately and will literally teach you the rest of the steps in your
sales process. If you are an experienced professional looking for ways to improve your performance, this book will help take your
closing skills to a whole new level. SPECIAL BONUSES! With this book you will get access to a myriad of complimentary online
resources including: The Perfect Close Reference Model, The Perfect Close Mind Map, Opportunity Research Forms, Encounter
Planning Forms, Sample Meeting Agendas, The 21 Closing Secrets Reference Guide, Special Reports and more. Print them out
and use these resources to help you while selling or just to refresh what you've learned. My intent is to genuinely help you. This is
a no-risk purchase. If you don't agree that The Perfect Close is the best practice for closing sales that you have ever read I will buy
you the closing book of your choice. Scroll up and Purchase The Perfect Close right now. Then jump right to Chapter 12 and you'll
have the technique before the end of the chapter. Purchase The Perfect Close right now and discover for yourself how to close
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more sales.
Practical guidance on thriving-and surviving-in the workplace Are you worried about losing your job? Are you retired but forced to
re-enter the workforce to keep up with the rising cost of living? Do you find yourself lucky to have a job at all, no matter how
difficult or unpleasant the environment may be? Thriving in the Workplace All-In-One For Dummies gives people of all ages, in any
job, and in any type of workplace the information, tips, and advice needed to boost professional value, increase job security, and
manage stress. Inside this comprehensive book, you'll get friendly and practical guidance on dealing with a your boss; becoming
self-motivated by setting effective goals; dealing with coworkers' attitudes; earning a better performance review, raise, or
promotion; handling challenging customers; thriving amidst change; increasing morale and productivity; and much more! Proven
tips, tools, and techniques to help employees at all levels Information on business ethics, negotiating, effective communication,
success, and managing The most comprehensive guide of its kind Thriving in the Workplace All-In-One For Dummies is the
ultimate career bible that will help you survive and thrive at work!
If you want to discover how to close sales using the best practice (one that's non-pushy, flexible, natural & easy to learn) then read
this book. Author James Muir shares unique insights on how 'closing the sale' can be done with a natural, non-pushy sales
strategy that breaks the stigma often associated with professional sales. The latest science shows that old, counter-productive
closing tactics backfire and hold you back. In The Perfect Close you will learn a closing method that is nearly always successful (in
the 95% range). It's zero pressure and involves just two questions. It's a clear & simple approach that is flexible enough to use on
every kind of sale at every given stage. It can be learned in less than an hour and mastered in a day. In The Perfect Close: The
Secret to Closing Sales you will learn:- A simple method to closing that is nearly always successful (95% range) - Is zero pressure
& involves just two questions- How traditional closing techniques damage trust & what you can do remain on emotionally higher
ground- How to close more sales in a way that makes clients feel more educated, in control and see you as a facilitator &
consultant- A proven and repeatable process for advancing sales that can be used in any kind of sale at any given stage- How to
add continuous momentum & advance your sales in a way that results in more closed business & faster closed business- A natural
way to close that doesn't require that you change your personality or become someone you're not- How to completely eliminate
the stress & tension that some people feel when it comes to asking for commitments- How to add value on every sales
encounterEverything you need to know to advance every sale to closure The Perfect Close represents the best practice in closing
sales today.
People who can’t or won’t negotiate on their own behalf run the risk of paying too much, earning too little, and always feeling like
they’re getting gypped. Negotiating For Dummies, Second, Edition offers tips and strategies to help you become a more
comfortable and effective negotiator. And, it shows you negotiating can improve many of your everyday transactions—everything
from buying a car to upping your salary. Find out how to: Develop a negotiating style Map out the opposition Set goals and limits
Listen, then ask the right question Interpret body language Say what you mean with crystal clarity Deal with difficult people Push
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the pause button Close the deal Featuring new information on re-negotiating, as well as online, phone, and international
negotiations, Negotiating for Dummies, Second Edition, helps you enter any negotiation with confidence and come out feeling like
a winner.
This is the first critical study of The Logic of Sense, Gilles Deleuze's most important work on language and ethics, as well as the
main source of his vital philosophy of the event.James Williams explains the originality of Deleuze's work with careful definitions of
all his innovative terms and a detailed description of the complex structure he constructs. This reading makes connections to his
ground-breaking work on literature, to his critical but also progressive relation to the sciences, and to his controversial denial of the
priority of standard logics, human values and 'meaning' in thinking.This book will open new debates and develop current ones
around Deleuze's work in philosophy, politics, literature, linguistics, cultural studies and sociology.
The Secret of the Ninth Planet (Chinese edition)

CARLY ALDERSON THOUGHT SHE HAD IT ALL… Until her divorce was finalized. She'd been trying to figure out how her carefully planned
out life had gone off track—and then she met a wonderful man. Only, Bo Conway was everything wealthy Carly wasn't looking for: A regular
guy. A carpenter. And a smart, sexy man who took her breath away with a single glance. Bo had learned the hard way never to fall for a
society woman, the type who wanted to mold him into something he was not. But sweet, beautiful Carly has him breaking all his rules….
?????????????????????????? ????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????…… ???? ???????John le Carré? ?????????????????David Cornwell???
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????MI5???????????????MI6????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????Edgar Awdars??????????Somerset Maugham Award?James Tait
Black?????????????????????CWA???????????Malaparte Prize????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???? ???
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Providing an alphabetical listing of sexual language and locution in 16th and 17th-century English, this book draws especially on the more
immediate literary modes: the theatre, broadside ballads, newsbooks and pamphlets. The aim is to assist the reader of Shakespearean and
Stuart literature to identify metaphors and elucidate meanings; and more broadly, to chart, through illustrative quotation, shifting and recurrent
linguistic patterns. Linguistic habit is closely bound up with the ideas and assumptions of a period, and the figurative language of sexuality
across this period is highly illuminating of socio-cultural change as well as linguistic development. Thus the entries offer as much to those
concerned with social history and the history of ideas as to the reader of Shakespeare or Dryden.
He’s a billionaire hiding a devastating diagnosis. She’ll do whatever it takes to help her sick, matchmaking mom. A freak accident throws
them together, but will his big secret tear them apart? When Ryan Lawson’s business partners force him to go on a wilderness retreat to
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come to terms with a shocking diagnosis, the last thing on Ryan’s mind is romance. But when he’s stranded in the woods with a sweet
young event planner, all thoughts of business take a back seat to her girl-next-door appeal. Fresh off a bad breakup, Zara Georgopoulos
comes to Vermont to help her terminally ill mom work through her bucket list—not fall in love with a man who’s the exact opposite of her usual
type. But when Ryan starts working his way into her heart with his kindness and generosity, she needs to make a decision: Trust the biotech
billionaire not to walk all over her, or go back to guarding her heart. Stuck in the wilds of Vermont, they forge a tenuous connection. When
Ryan finally shares the truth about his illness, will it bring them closer together . . . or shatter Zara’s trust in him for good? Inspired by 2
Corinthians 12:9, The Billionaire’s Secret is a sweet inspirational romance with a swoony hero, LOTS of entertaining banter, and a strong
Christian message. Download your copy today!
???????? ??????????? ?????????????? ????400?? ????????????????? ------------------------------ ?????????? ?????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????K????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?
The Perfect CloseThe Secret to Closing Sales - the Best Selling Practices and Techniques for Closing the Deal

Master The Best Practice in Closing Sales Everything has changed. The latest science shows that old, counterproductive closing tactics backfire and hold you back. In The Perfect Close you will learn a closing method that is nearly
always successful (in the 95% range). It's zero pressure and involves just two questions. It's a clear & simple approach
that is flexible enough to use on every kind of sale at every given stage. It can be learned in less than an hour and
mastered in a day. It is especially helpful for new and inexperienced salespeople and professionals who dislike the
"stigma" of selling or find the selling process awkward or uncomfortable. In The Perfect Close: The Secret to Closing
Sales you will learn: A simple method to closing that is nearly always successful (95% range), is zero pressure & involves
just two questions. How traditional closing techniques damage trust & what you can do remain on emotionally higher
ground. How to close more sales in way that makes clients feel more educated, in control and see you as a facilitator &
consultant. A proven and repeatable process for advancing sales that can be used in any kind of sale at any given stage.
How to add continuous momentum & advance your sales in a way that results in more closed business & faster closed
business. A natural way to close that doesn't require that you change your personality or become someone you're not.
How to completely eliminate the stress & tension that some people feel when it comes to asking for commitments. How to
add value on every sales encounter. Everything you need to know to advance every sale to closure The Perfect Close
represents the best practice in closing sales today. Apply it yourself and discover how this simple technique along with
being genuinely authentic creates the highest levels of success and happiness. This is more than a just a book. It's a
sales training course that outlines step-by-step what you need to do to advance your sales to closure. If you are new to
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sales, make this the first book you read. It will teach you how to be effective immediately and will literally teach you the
rest of the steps in your sales process. If you are an experienced professional looking for ways to improve your
performance, this book will help take your closing skills to a whole new level. SPECIAL BONUSES! With this workbook
you will get access to a load of complimentary online resources including: Electronic Version of All the Forms, models &
figures, The Perfect Close Mind Map, Opportunity Research Forms, Encounter Planning Forms, Sample Meeting
Agendas, The 21 Closing Secrets Reference Guide, Special Reports and much more. Praise for The Perfect Close
Workbook "Master this material and it will change the way you sell, and... it will change your life. I have seen these
methods used and perfected for over 20 years and I can tell you this is the real deal." - J. Kelly Skeen Vice President of
Sales, NextGen Healthcare "This belongs on every single bookshelf of every single seller. It will give you the clarity,
confidence and competence to make every sale more natural. The Perfect Close is one of my all-time favorites about
selling. I can't think of any seller in any industry who wouldn't benefit by reading and applying The Perfect Close." - Deb
Calvert President of People First Productivity Solutions and author of DISCOVER Questions Get You Connected "I have
read literally hundreds of sales books and I would put The Perfect Close in my top ten. The Perfect Close Workbook will
give you excellent ideas and tools to dramatically increase your sales effectiveness, I very highly recommend it." - John
Spence, One of the top 100 Business Thought Leaders in America & author of Awesomely Simple
The Chinese translation of The Secret History by Donna Tartt, winner of the 2014 Pulitzer Prize for her most recent
novel, The Goldfinch. Originally published in 1992, this Tartts first novel has become a bestseller and contemporary
classic.
Simon Halliday has tackled everything that life has thrown at him, be it on the rugby field, or in the City. He has been hit
hard in his time, now he is hitting back. In his candid and lucidly written autobiography City Centre, Simon Halliday, a
former England rugby international takes the reader on a roller-coaster trip along Twickenham’s corridors of power and
lifts the lid on the departure of, not one, but two chief executives, as the game’s rulers fought among themselves for
control of the RFU. He is scathing about England’s descent from World Cup heroes to zeroes after proving they were the
best in 2003. He slams the game’s rulers for driving Sir Clive Woodward out of the game and for eschewing the
opportunity to welcome him back to Twickenham a few years later. Halliday transcended the world of amateur and
professional and he delivers a crushing analysis of the twin pressures of existing at the top of business and international
sport. In addition to analysing his rugby career, City Centre is also a personal account of the fateful morning in
September 2008 when Lehman Brothers collapsed, triggering a global financial crisis. Except that Halliday tells it from
the inside, on the trading floor where he worked with thousands of others. Halliday also details the truth behind the
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ruthless mid-90s merger of the Swiss banking giants UBS and SBC, and the appalling behaviour of Crédit Suisse in their
ill-fated acquisition of his beloved DLJ at the end of the tech boom. It was while he was playing for Bath’s all conquering
rugby team of the 1980s that the double Oxford Blue in cricket and rugby suffered a horrific injury a week before his
England debut. He describes the injury and talks movingly about how he was able to put this into perspective while lying
in his hospital bed. That he played again is testament to his indomitable will – and his reward was to wear the Red Rose
of England. In City Centre Halliday talks about some of the greatest players he has played with and against, and provides
a shrewd analysis of the genius coach Jack Rowell, who transformed the fortunes of Bath, turning them from a minor
West Country club into one of the best outfits in Europe. There are also assessments of Will Carling, a close friend, and
the brilliant Jerry Guscott. Today Halliday is a parton of Cardiac Risk in the Young (CRY) and Help For Heroes and used
his business and sporting profile to raise awareness of both these charities. This book does not pull punches. Halliday
talks honestly and unashamedly about key people in his playing and business careers. This is an open book – just like
the man.
??????????? ???????????????????? ????????????????? ????????? ???????????? ???????????????????
?????????????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????? ???????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
??J.K.??????? I Love It! ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ?????????????Mary Renault???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????Helen Simonson??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????Donna Tartt???
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????THE LOST BOOKS OF THE ODYSSEY??????????Zachary Mason??? ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????Joanna
Trollope???? ????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ????????????? ?????PChome Online ????
???????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????? ???????????? ?????????????????? ?????? ?2012??????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??Vogue?? ????????????????????????? ??USA Today ?????????????????????????????? ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????? ????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??O magazine
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????2012???????????
????????????????????????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????Catherine Conybeare? ?????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ????
???????????????Mary Renault?????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????jrue
???????????????????????????????????????BL???????????????????? ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRT
????????????????????????????????????????????????????……?????????????????? ?????elish
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????MRW
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????vernier
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Astraes
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Heero
????????????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????? ????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????Enzozach
READ THE ENTIRE SERIES! Book one: The Perfect Debutante Sweet-natured Miss Louella Rose looks to be a model
debutante — but when she's arranged to marry Cameron, Marquess of Stanton, she can no longer hide the secret she's
been keeping. Can their new love help her heal? An emotional historical romance. Book two: The Perfect Spinster
Flirtatious attractions threaten to erupt in passion, but duty and honor forbid anything more. OLIVIA labors under no
misapprehension that anything other than spinsterhood lies in her future because of one tiny flaw.... one might even call
it... a curse. Until, that is, she falls for the charming but unattainable, Lord Kingsley. KINGSLEY is irresistibly intrigued by
the Miss Olivia Redfield, and delights himself in their mutual provocation. In no position to promise more than a dalliance,
Gabriel takes the unprecedented step of befriending a woman. Book three: The Perfect Christmas Miss Eliza Cline, a
vicar's sister, has accepted her life as a quiet industrious spinster. Lord Crestwood, the dashing widowed baron, is the
rogue from her past. A chance meeting at a Christmas House party presents a second chance for both of them. But Eliza
must decide: has the Baron's unforgivable sin already doomed their love forever? This is a story about forgiveness. Over
the course of a lifetime, a person is faced with millions of choices, some more difficult than others. And sometimes, we
make the wrong ones. Book four: The Perfect Arrangement His father died before turning forty. His older brother, the
original heir, turned up his toes at the age of two and thirty. And this year, his last remaining brother--and the spare--was
suddenly killed in a duel. Circumstances aren't looking good for this second spare turned heir. The new duke of Warwick
needs a son... And quickly! Lady Lillian has learned that men are not to be trusted--particularly dukes. So when the very
handsome but dying "Mister" Masterson offers her an opportunity for lifelong independence, it seems to be the perfect
arrangement. And it would have been perfect... If only she hadn't gone and fallen in love with him.
In this treasury of beauty secrets, Irons offers quick and affordable tips and tricks for looking and feeling great at any age.
A little girl comes to live in his uncle's lonely house and discovers a boy, her handicapped cousin and a mystery of a
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locked garden.
Master cold-calling and eliminate rejection forever In the newest edition of Smart Calling: Eliminate the Fear, Failure, and
Rejection from Cold Calling, celebrated author and sales trainer, Art Sobczak packs even more powerful insight into what
many people fear: prospecting by phone for new business. This best-selling guide to “never experiencing rejection
again” has consistently found its way into the Top 20 in Amazon’s Sales category, because its actionable sales tips and
techniques have helped many minimize their fears and eliminate rejection. The newest edition builds upon the very
successful formula of the last edition to help sales professionals take control of their strategy and get more yeses from
their prospects. With new information, this info-packed release provides powerful sales insights, including: The
foundational concepts of cold calling, featuring real-life examples you can carry with you into your sales career Multiple
case studies and messaging from successful salespeople across the globe, providing even more insight into what works
and what's a waste of your time New methodologies that are proven to push you past your fear and into the world of
successful prospecting Free access to Art Sobczak’s Smart Calling Companion Course, where he builds on the many
techniques and strategies in the book, and will update it with new material and tech resources so that you will always
have the current best practices and tools. If you’re failing to convert your prospects into dollars, Smart Calling will help
you push past the obstacles holding you back until you’re an expert at taking a “no” and turning it into a “yes.”
Would you like it if one of the greatest preachers could help you prepare your sermons? How about 20+ ministers to
assist you with your sermon? Joseph Exell included content from some of the most famous preachers such as Dwight L.
Moody, Charles Spurgeon, J. C. Ryle, Charles Hodge, Alexander MacLaren, Adam Clark, Matthew Henry and many
more. He compiled this 56 volume Biblical Illustrator Commentary and Delmarva Publications, Inc. is publishing it in a 6
volume digital set with a linked table of contents for ease of studying. This set includes the analysis on entire Bible, Old
and New Testament. Complete your resources with this Biblical Illustrator by Joseph Exell.
The first book to shows aspiring professionals and ambitious amateurs how to turn winning racing techniques into the
kind of model that instructs, inspires, and motivates.
Modeled on the brilliant approach first formulated by distinguished professor music and master clarinetist Michele
Gingras in her Clarinet Secrets and More Clarinet Secrets (both available from Scarecrow Press), Tracy Heavner’s
Saxophone Secrets provides advanced saxophonists with 60 performance secrets that will assist in their musical
development. This work is the result of 30 years of personal teaching and performance experience. Heavner offers both
intermediate players and advanced professionals a wide variety of techniques, which will greatly improve any
saxophonist’s performance ability. Designed to be the go-to hands-on guide for practitioners, Heavner’s strategies
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consider a vast array of issues for the saxophonist who needs to take that next big step up. Beginning chapters consider
various brands of saxophones, mouthpieces, ligatures, reeds, and maintenance techniques that reflect the standard
practices and expectations of the advanced performer. The secrets that follow develop and improve embouchure, tone,
articulation, and finger technique, allowing saxophonists to analyze their own playing and adjust accordingly. Heavner
pulls back the curtain further to introduce those secrets for developing the altissimo register and extended saxophone
techniques, from circular breathing and multiphonics to slap and flutter tonguing—all absolute necessities for saxophonists
seeking to play contemporary classical, jazz, or commercial music. Finally, Heavner concludes by letting musicians in on
those little-revealed secrets for taking their saxophones on the road. Saxophone Secrets is the ideal work for
saxophonists, saxophone instructors, band teachers, and anyone looking to improve their saxophone performance skills
or those of their students.
A bundle of books #1 (THE PERFECT WIFE) and #2 (THE PERFECT BLOCK) in Blake Pierce’s Jessie Hunt
Psychological Suspense Mystery series! This bundle offers books one and two in one convenient file, with over 100,000
words of reading. In THE PERFECT WIFE, criminal profiler-in-training Jessie Hunt is sure she's finally put the darkness
of her childhood behind her. She and her husband, Kyle, just moved from a cramped downtown Los Angeles apartment
into a Westport Beach mansion. Kyle's promotion has them swimming in money. And Jessie is on the verge of getting
her Master's degree in forensic psychology, the last step in her dream of becoming a criminal profiler. But soon after their
arrival, Jessie begins to notice a series of strange developments. The neighbors—and their au pairs—all seem to be hiding
secrets. The mysterious yacht club Kyle is desperate to join is rife with cheating spouses, and with troubling rules of its
own. And the notorious serial killer being held at the psychiatric hospital where Jessie is completing her degree seems to
know more about her life than is normal—or safe. As her world starts to unravel, Jessie begins to question everything
around her—including her own sanity. Has she truly uncovered a disturbing conspiracy buried within a sunny, wealthy
Southern California beach town? Does the mass murderer she's studying really somehow know the origin of her private
nightmares? Or has her tortured past finally come back to claim her? In THE PERFECT BLOCK, rookie criminal profiler
Jessie Hunt, 29, picks up the pieces of her broken life and leaves suburbia to start a new life in downtown Los Angeles.
But when a wealthy socialite is murdered, Jessie, assigned the case, finds herself back in the world of picture-perfect
suburbia, hunting a deranged killer amidst the false facades of normalcy and sociopathic women. An emotionally wrought
psychological suspense with layered characters, small-town ambiance and heart-pounding suspense, the Jessie Hunt
psychological suspense series is a riveting new series that will leave you turning pages late into the night.
New York Times bestselling author of Perfectly Imperfect From Baron Baptiste, author of Journey Into Power and the
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“spiritual master driving the yoga revolution” (Self), a hands-on, step-by-step guide to adapt to your needs and lifestyle
to make your body sleek, your mind clear, and your spirit light. In 40 Days to Personal Revolution, Baron Baptiste—one of
the world’s most beloved master yoga teachers—inspires us to transform more than body and mind: He gives us the tools
we need to set ourselves free to live the healthful life we’ve always imagined. In the next forty days you will create a
whole new way of being and living. Tapping ancient wisdom and his own personal experience, Baron has created a
relevant and completely practical program that will lead you to the clarity of mind, body, and spirit that awaits on the other
side of your revolution. Each week includes: -A yoga practice to do every morning -Principles to cleanse your diet along
with eating plan -Instructions to begin and deepen a meditation practice -Excavation questions to root out limiting beliefs
and patterns Let the Revolution Begin Now!
In general, life is hard and for Rhonda Brown it is a challenge. After the death of her parents, Rhonda is forced to take on
adult responsibilities at a young age, leading her to make some less-than-ideal decisions in her life. She must find a way
to make ends meet for herself and her sister, Caroline. Her most challenging job by far, however, is keeping track of
Caroline, who is a mess. Unable to cope with her emotions, Caroline throws herself into drugs and prostitution, while
Rhonda is left to pick up the pieces. So many secrets fill the sisters' lives-secrets that could destroy their fragile peace
instantly. With no idea of how to make ends meet, Rhonda begins posing as a college student and selling drugs in the
form of seemingly vintage antique dolls that she crafts out of pure uncut cocaine. Even though the money is good, the
fallout from Rhonda's decisions could come back to haunt her. Surrounded by drugs, lies, and a long list of betrayals,
Rhonda must come to terms with the decisions she has made, and the journey she takes to get there will change her life
forever.
Fear of any kind is the number-one enemy of all golfers, regardless of ball-striking and shot making capabilities. Jack
Nicklaus Golf is supposed to be fun! But many people who play dont see it that way. Many golfers, after having spent
countless dollars and hours on the sport, find them selves having too many negative thoughts, limited beliefs, and other
foolish self-sabotaging behaviors. Is there any hope to this kind of madness? I get so nervous and scared? I end up
choking and throwing up all over myself? I cant seem to control my demons? I get angry and often beat myself up?
Sometimes I cant even hit the broadside of a barn? I never seem to get any better? Let renowned mental golf coach
Rand Marquardt show you how he went from a frustrated, misaligned ten-handicap golfer to a more confident, connected
one-handicap golfer in just one summerand how you can do it too! Dont spend another day being angry, afraid, or
frustrated again. Instead, learn to play golf more often in The Zone and how to harness and expand your inner wisdom by
going with the flow along THE FAIRWAY OF LIFE.
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